Portland-based Urban Fusion artist Sheena G has
created a new sound with her debut album
The First Class, both latin and American
markets.
A powerful and creative American/Latina
woman and business savvy to boot. She
is a natural born leader and credits
both her El Salvadoran mother and
her German father for her drive.
Shortly after being born in Portland,
OR, Sheena moved to El Salvador,
attending La Escuela Americana and
enjoying the Central American lifestyle. This is the root for her personal sound and Latin mix.
Returning to America at a young age,
Sheena was starting her own ventures. After dancing and modeling,
Sheena opened a flower shop and
an espresso stand and by the 2000’s
she had started a successful chain of
gentlemen clubs in Portland. Sheena is a
‘get it done’ kind of woman, her gushing
character speaks volumes for her. When
she enters the room put on your seat belt.
In 2009 she released a track with E40 called
‘Smell the Money’, her anthem to the women of
the entertainment industry. With this her path
was set, there was a clear opportunity to address
a demographic so far largely overlooked and rarely
updated.
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Sheena G’s music is best described as a Musica Urbana. When
asked about the title of her album, Sheena G explains the
double meaning: “It’s first class because I remain a student, and
this is my first of many albums. But also we put everything into
the quality of this album; the musicians, the studio, and all the
marketing is first class. Released by SGM Records. She has
songs performed as a duo with Mr. Nota which is a powerful fusion of Panama meets El Salvador with a twist of
American swag.
Now she’s back in the studio with new material.
She has discovered a largely untapped and overlooked huge market of Latin Americans hungry
for change or update. Incredibly, this is not
confined to North America, exporting her
sound to South America and the colossal
market awaiting is a given. The whirlwind that is the energy of
Sheena G has just began but its
moving

fast.
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